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Square matrices which depend on a real or complex parameter, say 
M(X):C+Q=“X”, arise naturally in many situations within mathematics, and 
in the applications of mathematics. In particular there are many areas where 
the possibility of factorization of such a function, M( x)=M,( h)M,( X) (where 
M,, M, have certain special properties), is of interest. These include network 
theory, filtering of multiple time series, system theory, damped vibrations, 
transport theory, Wiener-Hopf equations, and infinite block-Toeplitz matrices. 
In recent years a considerable body of knowledge has been built up about 
matrix-valued functions and problems of this kind which requires, in the main, 
only the techniques of linear algebra. 
For example, since 1976 a number of papers have appeared which analyze 
in detail the case in which the dependence on h is polynomial and a theory 
has evolved which provides a structure for these problems which directly 
generalizes the Jordan structure for the case M( X)=ZX-A. It can be argued 
that these developments are as important in the context of matrix-valued 
functions as the theory of the Jordan normal form is for the study of a single 
matrix. In particular, they provide a natural framework for the study of 
factorization problems. 
In this book the theory is carried forward and applied to the study of 
square matrix-valued functions W( X ) which are rational in X. Special (but not 
exclusive) emphasis is given to the widely useful case in which there are 
matrices A, B, C, D for which 
W(h)=D+C(TX-A)-%, 
in which case W(X) is analytic at infinity and, more especially, when D is 
nonsingular. Such a function is called a transfer function. 
One leitmotif of this whole line of development is a geometric characteri- 
zation of rational right divisors of the matrix-valued function. In the case of 
transfer functions this involves a correspondence between a right divisor and 
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an invariant subspace of the “associate” matrix A” =A - BD-‘C. This char- 
acterization is fully developed and is applied to some of the problems 
mentioned above (Chapters IV and VI), and it is the main tool in the study of 
the stability of divisors under perturbations of the function W(X). The 
analysis of the transport equation in Chapter VI is particularly interesting, 
although, as a Hilbert-space setting is essential, it does not qualify as linear 
algebra. 
To give a rough survey of the theory developed, the geometric characteri- 
zation of factorizations is first obtained and described using the alternative 
machineries of projections and angular operators. Special attention is paid to 
spectral factorizations W(X)= W,(X)W,(h), where W, and W, have their 
spectra located one inside and the other outside a Cauchy contour I with 
W( X ) analytic on a neighborhood of I. 
The poles of W(h) and zeros of det W( X) [i.e. the spectrum of W(X)] play 
interesting dual roles which appear most clearly in the spectral analysis of 
W(X) and W-‘(h). The notion of “linearization” is also developed and 
exploited. The notion of “minimality” appears in finding an A of smallest 
possible size for the representation (1). This is fully investigated and related to 
the idea of “McMillan degree” of W(h), as developed in system theory. 
The idea of “stable” invariant subspaces of an operator (or matrix) is 
introduced and is of particular interest for numerical linear algebra. In this 
context it is needed, using the geometric characterization of right divisors, in 
the study of numerical procedures for computing such divisors. A full 
description of all stable minimal factorizations is achieved. An interesting 
by-product of the theory is a discussion of the stability of solutions of an 
algebraic Riccati equation. The final chapter is devoted to an interesting 
investigation of real divisors of real rational functions W(X). 
The book is well written with accurate typography and is, in the reviewer’s 
opinion, an important contribution to the literature. Almost all of the results 
here are new and interesting, and the development of the subject of spectral 
analysis of matrix (and operator) valued functions, of which this book is a 
part, is fertile ground for further analysis and applications. A more compre- 
hensive review (by the present writer) is to appear in SIAM Review. 
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